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TECHNICAL SERVICE CENTRE

(+34) 976 300 033
For more information, please consult the 
use and maintenance manual.

NewBabyCare Bed

cleaning

Daily cleaning and disinfection with at least 1000ppm 
concentration of chlorine solutions:

 � Rails. Headboard.
Cleaning and disinfection after a patient leaves or 
before a transfer:

 �Mattress platform area. Chassis of the bed. 
Basin

Thorough cleaning and disinfection every two 
months:

 � Support and lifting area of the bed.

Maintenance

Always check the correct state of:

 � Electrical wiring
 �Wheels.
 � Braking mechanisms.

Bed’s coMponents

A Removable curved headboard J Centralised braking system

B Backrest side rails L Accessories clamps

C Backrest tilting indicator M Protection discs

D Fixed mattress N Emergency CPR

I Double wheels Ø15 cm.
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typology of gynaecological accessories

Gripe frame

Handles

“L” Footrests

Gripe frame

Handles

Legrests

Footrests

Handles

Delivery without epidural anaesthesia - High me-
chanical demand (1):

 � Upper extremities: Gripe frame or Handles.
 � Lower extremities: “L” Footrests.

Delivery with epidural anaesthesia - Medium me-
chanical demand(2):

 � Upper extremities: Gripe frame or Handles.
 � Lower extremities: Legrests.

Exploring - Low mechanical demand (3):

 � Upper extremities: Handles.
 � Lower extremities: Footrests.



SAFETY WARNINGS
 � The maximum duration of a continuous manoeuvre should not exceed 2 minutes, as damage may be caused to the equipment.
 � Before raising and lowering the moving parts of the mattress platform, with the other parts of the bed or accessories, it is essential to check that there are no obstacles 
between them.

 � The Trendelenburg and reverse Trendelenburg movement should always be performed under medical supervision.
 � Do not use CPR bilateral actuating levers to raise the backrest of the bed, it may cause raise motor breakdown and makes a bed dysfunction.
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controls

instructions of use

A Rise backrest

B Lower backrest

C Rise mattress platform

D Lower mattress platform

I Reverse Trend

J Trend

L Indicator Led of locked movements

Q Indicator Led of power function

Side Rails (1):

 � Raising the rail: Pull the rail upwards until it 
is immobilised in the highest position.
 � Lowering the rail: Pull the handle found un-
derneath the rail outwards. The rail will auto-
matically lower.

 
 
 
 

Centralised braking system (2): 

 � Braking the bed: Pedal in low position.
 �Moving the bed: Pedal in intermediate po-
sition.
 � Activating steering wheel: Pedal in raised 
position.

Emergency CPR (3):

 � Activate either of the two levers located under 
the headrest module, accompanying it in turn 
as it lowers.

other functions
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Control with locking

LQ

Lowering the rails

Brake Free movement Steering wheel

Raising the rails

Emergency CPR

Locking key of patient control

lock and unlock of patient control

Function locking is used to disable bed basic functions, mainly to lock movements which has to be done under medical guidance.

To Lock and Unlock the bed functions, only extract or insert the locking key. This key is localised at the bottom of the wired control.

• Unlock: Insert the locking key on the lateral of wired control. The Indicators (L) are lighted on green colour.

• Lock: Extract the locking key on the lateral of wired control. The Indicators (L) are lighted on red colour.


